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ABSTRACT

The interplay between the experimental photonuclen

El-form factors and the theoretical predictions of the Qr\ t

haber-Teller, Steinwedel-Jensen, and Droplet models was i -

vestigated. It was found that the Goldhaber-Teller disy' .-

cement mode alone describes the main trend of the experiir. -n

tal form factors, as a function of the mass number. Also, t

was verified that the Droplet model, while describring well

the centroid energy of the El- resonances, does not describe

the form factors in terms of a mixture of the Goldhaber-Tel^

ler and Steinwedei-Jensen modes.
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INTRODUCTION

The Giant Dipole Resonances (GDR) of the photo-Induced

reactions have been found to be a general feature of all nuclei since their

first observation by Baldwin and Klaiber in 1947; they show almost

the same behavior and the properties change only smoothly with

the particle nunber A .

The explanation of the GDR in terras of a collective motion

goes back to a suggestion by Goldhaber and Teller ' (GT) on ihe

basis of a few early experiments. According to the displacement

mode picture of the GDR proposed by GT, this resonance is explai^

ned in terms of a vibration of a proton sphere against a neutron

sphere; the restoring potential against the separation of protons

and neutrons is the symmetry energy. This model gives an A-depen-

dence of the centroid energy as A ' . They have also proposed the

more sophisticated two-fluid model, later worked out by Steinwe-

del and Jensen ' (SJ), where the GDR might consist of density

vibrations of the neutron and proton fluids against each other

with the surfaces fixed; this corresponds to the lowest acoustic

mode in a spherical cavity and gives the correct A-dependence of

che centroid energy, A ' . However, the SJ model is restricted

to spherical nuclei; the extension to statically deformed nuclei

was carried out by Danos and Okamoto ' and , then, Danos and

Greiner coupled the giant resonances to the vibrations and rota

tlons of strongly deformed nuclei. The coupling of the giant re-

sonances to the low-energy spectrum of spherical nuclei has been

investigated in the framework of a harmonic vibrator model '

In an atempt to explain more accurately the energy A-de-

pendence for the excitation of the GDR, Myers et al. suggested
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a new macroscopic description; they considered the GDR as a super-

position of GT and SJ modes. As a consequence, the GDR was found

to contain a large component of the GT-type of motion, with the SJ

mode becoming comparable for heavy nuclei. The restoring forces

were all calculated using the Droplet Model ', and the actual mag*

nitude of the energies serves to fix the value of the effective

mass m* used in the theory.

However, the form factor of the GDR (and ony other giant

resonance), evaluated at the photon point (q=w), is a rich source

of information about the nuclear structure. The form factor, which

can be deduced from the strength (represented by the integrated

cross section), is proportional to the total reduced transition

probability. This latter quantity is a property of the nuclear le-

vels involved in the transition. Therefore, in this sense, it is

more difficult to draw general conclusions in terms of the relati-

ve amounts of the SJ and GT modes as a function of A, as is not

3)
the case for the centroid energy of the GDR (after Myers et al. ).

In this paper we plan to analyse the behavior of the GDR-

-fozro factor, as a function of A, by comparing experimental results

and the predictions of the GT and SJ models.

HYDRODYNAMIC FORM FACTORS

For a complete discussion of the hydrodynamic models, in-

cluding several refinements to the classical descriptions we refer

the reader to the book of H. Oberall ' and ref. 8.

In their simplest forms (spherical nuclei and no mesonic

effects included) the tranverse El form factors obtained from the

GT and SJ models are9'10) :
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A) Goldhaber-Teller

where u^ is the excitation energy of the GDR, m the proton mass,

P(q) is the ground state form factor normalized such that F(0) * 1

and expandend as

q is the momentum transferred to the nucleus, and R is the irclear

radius. The GT model (in its original form) does not provide any

of the level energies, and thus these have to be taken from expe-

riment, or from particle-hole calculations. Also, it can be shown

that the matrix elements of the GT model exhaust the classical sun

rule (TRK).

B) Steinwedel-Jensen

where p is the constant total density, K the nuclear symmetry

energy, RQ the nuclear radius assuming the nucleus as a rigid sphere,

k.Q is determined from the boundary condition gp 3* (*/„*") s^
L J r" Ro

for the giant dipole state {1*1) in the lowest, state of excitation
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(n=0) and the amplitude A,Q0 (1=1, m=0, n=0) is given by

At q = u), the SJ model exhausts only - 87% of the TRK sum rule.

However, the GT model (in its original form) is more

realistic because it assumes a smeared nuclear surface, while

in the SJ model this is taken as sharp.

PHOTONUCLEAR FORM FACTOR

If only electric transitions are considered, the absorg

tion line integral of the nuclear photoabsorption cross section

a(w) is given by

T

where V* (*») i* the El transverse electric form factor evaluated

at the photon point <q = u>), that is

Therefore, the integrated photoabsorption cross section gives us
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one value of the inelastic form factor. It is worth remembering

that the form factor'"y^ relates to the well known electric-reduced

transition probability by

.T (4)

In the present work we calculated

,2

from the
± t12)

experimentally determined a (eqn.4) for spherical and near-
*

-spherical nuclei with A values ranging from 6 to 209 (data points

in Fig.l). The curves labeled GT and SJ, in Fig.l, represent our

model calculation of the El-form factor according to the Gold-

haber-Teller model (eqn.l) and the Steinwedel-Jensen model (eqn.

2), respectively. In this calculation we assumed a sharp nuclear

surface with Ro=1.2A
1^3 (fm), the symmetry energy K equal to 25 MeV,

and the excitation energy w^ of the GDR given by experimental

results12' (for both the GT and SJ models).

MESONIC EFFECTS

In deriving the results from equations 1 and (Fig. 1) ,

it has been assumed the mass participating in the charge vibra-

tions to be the mass of the free nucleon. However, owing to the

exchange character of the nuclear forces, a charge can be dispia

(small static deformation)
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ced from one nucleon to another one without a mass displacement.

This affects the energy and the transition probability for exci-

ting the giant resonances. As a first approximation we can take

into account mesonic effects by introducing an effective mass m*

(mass renorraalization): m* = m/(l+a), where a is experimentally

determined by the comparison of the integrated absorption cross

section and the corrected classical sum rule:

J
The physical quantity a is given by

where D z is the z - component of the electric dipole operator ,

|0o> is the ground-state nuclear wave function, and V is the nu-

cleon potential. The value of the factor a differs from zero if

V includes exchange terms. Large values for a are mostly caused

by the 2-body correlations in |<) > and by the effect of the ten-

sor force. We calculated the factor (1+a), using a n from expe

riment1 ', and plotted it as a function of A (Fig. 2). As we ob-

serve, for A>90 we have the factor (1+a) fluctuating around 0.98

with a dispersion of ± 0.02. For A<90 (and Z$40) we obtained

(1+a) < 1. For light niclei, however, Fujii13) has shown that

if a spin-orbit coupling is introduced which mixes l" - (isospin)

and 1*- (spin-isospin) states in the GT model, part of the dipo-

le strength may get shifted up above the giant resonance, where

it may be dispersed over a wide region of energy. Another mecha-
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n 3m for shifting dipole strength to higher energies would be

tie quasideuteron effect, i.e., the electromagnetic interactions

taking place on a two-particle cluster .

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

According to the macroscopic description of the GDR de-

8)
veloped by Myers et al^ the motion is treated as a combination

of the GT displacement mode and the SJ acoustic mode. In Fig. 3,

taken from Ref. 8, is shown the ratio a-/a*, where the amplitu-

des «2 and a^ represent the amounts of the SJ and GT modes, res-

pectively, as a function of the mass number A for three different

cases: a) the "Super-Simple" solution; b) the Droplet Mode; and

c) the "Exact Solution".

However, observing Pig. 1 we note, surprisingly, that ,

within the uncertainties, the GT mode alone describes reasona-

ble well the photonuclear El-form factor for A>50. Below A = SO

the El-strength is much more spread out in a wider energy regiorv

as discussed before; that explains why the theoretical GT curve

overestimates the experimental data for light nuclei. On the

other hand, the El-form factor deduced from the SJ mode overes-

timates the points till A * 80 and underestimates above this va-

lue. The small structures in the GT and SJ curves arise from

fluctuations in the experimental values of the GDR-centroid ener

gies used in the calculation of those curves.

The main conclusion of the present work concerns the fact

that the GT mode, in its simplest form, explains the main trend

of the El-form factor as a function of A, with no need of any
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amount of SJ mode mixture, in sharp contrast with the results .of

Ref. 8. We found that it is impossible to generate a curve, from

a combination of the GT and SJ modes, which improves the accor-

dance with the experimental data (shown in Fig. 1).

We hope that the questions raised in the present work do

estimulate, in the near future, new theoretical approaches for

the hydrodynamic description of the nucleus.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig. 1 - Photonuclear El-form factors as a function of the mass number

A. Data points: obtained from the experimental cross sections

compiled in Ref. 12. Curves SJ and GT: calculated from the

theoretical previsions of the Steinwedel-Jen-en and Goldiaber-

-Tteller models, respectively, as described in the text.

Fig. 2 - Enhancement factor (1+a) to the classical sum rule, defined

in eqn. 7, as a function of A, obtained from the experimental

integrated cross sections compiled in Ref.12.

Fift. 3 - (adapted from Ref. 3). Ratio of the SJ to the GT components

as a function of the mass number A. The meaning of the curves

labeled (a), (b), and (c), is described in the text and in de

tails in Ref. 8.
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